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The location of our new Amsterdam datacenter. 

Managed.com / PowerDNN 

opens new datacenter in Amsterdam 
 

For Immediate Release: 

 

AMSTERDAM — Perigon Networks, whose main brands include 

PowerDNN and Managed.com, has expanded its global presence 

with the addition of a new datacenter in Amsterdam. The new tier IV 

datacenter cloud was built out in March, has undergone rigorous testing to meet the 

company’s high standards, and is now live for PowerDNN and Managed.com customers. 

 

This is the fifth global datacenter 

presence opened by the company. CEO 

Tony Valenti said the new Amsterdam 

location was chosen for the fast-paced 

growth the European technology 

community is experiencing. 

 

“The demand for enterprise-grade 

website hosting in Europe is growing 

every day,” Valenti said. “Our customers 

do business worldwide, and we simply 

have to be at the geographic center of 

this important market.” 

 

In addition to the new Amsterdam 

location, Perigon Networks boasts 

datacenters in Manchester, England; Brisbane, Australia; and multiple locations in Omaha, 

Nebraska, as part of its growing global network. 

 

With the addition of the new datacenter location in Europe, PowerDNN’s already impressive 

PowerCasting technology has become even more powerful. Developed by the in-house 

engineering team, PowerCasting serves as the ultimate technology solution for geographic 

redundancy. It allows enterprise-level clients to broadcast their websites simultaneously 

from multiple global datacenter locations for seamless localized performance and business 

continuity. 

 

The central location of the new Amsterdam datacenter perfectly complements the strength 

of PowerCasting technology. 

 

PowerDNN’s senior network engineer Patrick Sutton said, “With the Netherlands becoming 

the central hub for technology in Europe, there is no better place to bring the best 

performance to our customers.” 

 

PowerDNN is one of the largest hosting providers of DotNetNuke/DNN Evoq websites in the 

world. Through Managed.com, the company provides enterprise-class fully managed 

website platforms optimized for business-ready Content Management Systems (CMS), 
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including: DNN, WordPress, and Drupal. Headquartered in Omaha, 

Nebraska, the infrastructure and IT support company has multiple 

datacenters around the world, including: Amsterdam, Brisbane, 

Manchester, and Omaha. 

 

------ 

Managed.com and PowerDNN are owned by Perigon Networks. 

DotNetNuke, DNN, and Evoq are registered trademarks of DNN 

Software. 

Dell is a registered trademark of Dell Computer Corporation. 

Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation (MSFT). 

Cisco is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc. (CSCO). 

http://managed.com/
http://www.powerdnn.com/
http://www.dnnsoftware.com/
http://www.dnnsoftware.com/
http://www.dell.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/default.aspx
http://www.marketwatch.com/investing/stock/msft
http://www.cisco.com/
http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CSCO:US

